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Abstract

(HCI) (Wang et al. 2016b). The handcrafted features (Wan
et al. 2013; Wan, Guo, and Li 2015) are always used for gesture recognition in the early years. The powerful feature representation ability of deep learning also promotes the application of neural networks in the field of gesture recognition
(Li et al. 2016; Miao et al. 2017; Simonyan and Zisserman
2014; Narayana, Beveridge, and Draper 2018).
For most of the deep learning-based gesture recognition
methods, some popular networks like ResNet (He et al.
2016), SENet (Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018) and Inflated 3D
Network (I3D) (Carreira and Zisserman 2017) are usually
employed as the backbone for gesture recognition. Although
these networks have achieved great success in many tasks, it
still worth pointing that the same modules are shared from
shallow to deep layers in these networks. Even the modules
in networks like I3D that employ multi-branch structure to
improve the width and diversity are fixed and all the same
through the network. However, features in the early stage
and late stage are quite different. Features in the early stage
are low-level features, which show the visual texture in each
frame, whereas the high-level features in the late stage are
abstracted and more related to the class of gestures. Therefore, it is not suitable to use the same structure to learn different features, and then we need to make the network more
adaptive and automatically determine what the shape is for
different parts of it.
Meanwhile, one of the most significant challenge hindering the improvement of recognition accuracy is the influence of gesture-irrelevant factors, such as backgrounds, different clothes of performers, and so on. The various textures and appearances could mislead the network to learn
inconsequential or less important features. For dynamic gesture recognition from a video sequence, we believe it is vital to focus on gesture movements, such as hands, arms or
elbows of the performers. Many researchers notice that it
is critical to make the network focusing on the gesture regions both spatially and temporally. Modules such as hand
detector (Wang et al. 2016c; Liu et al. 2017), and additional modalities of data like optical flow (Li et al. 2017)
or saliency (Li et al. 2018) are widely used via combining
with the raw RGB (and depth) data to design different algorithms. However, most of them require extra offline oper-

Human gesture recognition has drawn much attention in the
area of computer vision. However, the performance of gesture
recognition is always influenced by some gesture-irrelevant
factors like the background and the clothes of performers.
Therefore, focusing on the regions of hand/arm is important to the gesture recognition. Meanwhile, a more adaptive architecture-searched network structure can also perform better than the block-fixed ones like ResNet since it
increases the diversity of features in different stages of the
network better. In this paper, we propose a regional attention with architecture-rebuilt 3D network (RAAR3DNet) for
gesture recognition. We replace the fixed Inception modules
with the automatically rebuilt structure through the network
via Neural Architecture Search (NAS), owing to the different shape and representation ability of features in the early,
middle, and late stage of the network. It enables the network to capture different levels of feature representations
at different layers more adaptively. Meanwhile, we also design a stackable regional attention module called DynamicStatic Attention (DSA), which derives a Gaussian guidance
heatmap and dynamic motion map to highlight the hand/arm
regions and the motion information in the spatial and temporal domains, respectively. Extensive experiments on two
recent large-scale RGB-D gesture datasets validate the effectiveness of the proposed method and show it outperforms
state-of-the-art methods. The codes of our method are available at: https://github.com/zhoubenjia/RAAR3DNet.

Introduction
Gesture is produced as part of deliberate action and signs,
involving the motion of the up body, especially the arms,
hands, and fingers. Video-based classification makes an essential component in gesture recognition. It has been applied to many human-centred tasks, such as apparent personality analysis (Li et al. 2020), sign language recognition
(Cui, Liu, and Zhang 2019) and human-computer interaction
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Figure 1: The pipeline of the proposed method. (a) the structure of the entire RAAR3DNet. (b) the inner structure of automatically rebuilt cell1, cell2, and cell3. Each cell is composed of two input nodes, four intermediate nodes and one output node.
The output node is obtained by combing features from intermediate nodes with some reduction operation (e.g., concatenation),
which are marked as the dashed lines in (b). We take the I3D network as the backbone, and utilize NAS to automatically rebuild
the structure of Inception Modules in it. The reconstructed network shows different structure to fit multi-scale features. Cell1
and cell2, which are in the early and middle stage of the network, tend to employ convolution kernels with small receptive
fields to capture the low-level texture features more easily, whereas cell3s at the end of the network perform dilated convolution
operations to capture the more abstract and semantically high-level features.
network with automatically reconstructed cells via NAS.
The cells in the early, middle, and late stages of the network can have different structures and learn the low-level
and high-level features more adaptively.
(2) We propose a stackable attention structure, called
DSA, to generate attention map in both spatial and temporal
space. DSA consists of the SAtt and DAtt sub-modules. SAtt
highlights the hands/arms features via an online learnable
Gaussian skeleton heatmap while DAtt captures the gesture
motions via the proposed fast approximate rank pooling algorithm with decreasing the time complexity to a large extent.
(3) Extensive experiments that prove the integration of our
designs can ultimately improve the performance of gesture
recognition. Experiments demonstrate that our method can
strike the balance between good performance and low computation burden, and outperform those top techniques on two
large-scale gesture datasets.

ations (e.g., hand detection, optical flow calculation) in advance. It would increase time complexity because of using
hand detector network in the testing stage. Therefore, it may
be more reasonable if the attention maps of gesture regions
are learned along with the task of gesture recognition in the
same network.
Inspired by the above discussions, we propose a regional
attention with architecture-rebuilt 3D network for dynamic
gesture recognition based on RGB-D data, which is illustrated in Fig.1. We take the I3D1 network as the backbone
and employ the theory of NAS to find the optimal combination of different operations in each module of the network. To make the network focus on the gesture regions, we
propose a regional attention module DSA, which includes
a static attention sub-module (SAtt) and dynamic attention
sub-module (DAtt). For static attention, we learn a heatmap
of hands or body for each frame with the supervision of the
Gaussian map of skeleton keypoints. It indicates where the
hands/arms are and highlights these regions. For dynamic
attention, we present a fast approximate rank pooling algorithm to learn the accumulated dynamic images, which reduces the time complexity a lot when compared with the
traditional rank pooling techniques (Bilen et al. 2016, 2017)
and thus can give a real-time dynamic image computation.
Then with the DSA structure applied, the network can pay
attention to the gesture regions spatiotemporally. Our contributions can be summarized as three-fold:
(1) We replace the structure-fixed modules in the general

Related Work
Evolution of Approaches for Gesture Recognition
The study on gesture taxonomies and representations has
been continued for many years. Early methods are often based on handcrafted features (Klaser, Marszałek, and
Schmid 2008; Wan et al. 2014). Recently, the rapid progress
of deep learning boosts many deep neural network-based
feature extraction methods. The 2D convolutional neural
network (CNN) and its derivations combining different
branches for RGB and optical flow data (Simonyan and Zisserman 2014) are first used for gesture/action recognition

1
We still utilize a two-stream configuration - with one I3D network trained on RGB inputs, and another on depth inputs.
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Attention Mechanism in Gesture Recognition

tasks. Then some works (Tran et al. 2015; Li et al. 2017;
Carreira and Zisserman 2017) use the 3D CNN for recognizing gestures, whereas some other methods (Zhu et al. 2017;
Zhang et al. 2018) employ LSTM and its variants to model
the temporal relationships for the gestures. There are also
some methods (Wang et al. 2016b, 2018) exploited the features like dynamic images instead of the raw RGB-D data
and used them as the inputs for gesture recognition. Besides
the RGB-D data, some other modalities of data like optical
flow (Li et al. 2018; Miao et al. 2017) or saliency video (Li
et al. 2017; Duan et al. 2018) are also employed for improving the performance.

Attention mechanism has been wildly used in both low-level
and high-level tasks like pose estimation (Chu et al. 2017),
object detection (Li et al. 2019a) and image restoration (Li
et al. 2019b). As the interference of backgrounds, the clothes
of performers and the diversity of presentation for the same
gesture are still the barrier for improving the recognition accuracy, many researchers also employ the attention mechanism to guide the network to focus on the gesture itself
through the video. Some methods concentrate on the regions
of gesture in each frame. Liu et al.(Liu et al. 2017) leverage the faster R-CNN (Ren et al. 2015) as the hand detector
to highlight the corresponding regions. Lin et al. (Lin et al.
2018) utilize both detected hands and skeleton information
to further focus on the gesture. The work (Narayana, Beveridge, and Draper 2018) uses a focus of attention network
(FOANet) to extract global raw data, local left and right
hand regions via different networks. The other ones mainly
concern about the motion information among frames. In (Li
et al. 2018; Miao et al. 2017), the additional modality of optical flow data is used to capture the movements in videos.
Although with these techniques the network can focus on
the gestures, extra modalities of data served as an input of
the network or offline training process for models like hand
detector are always inevitable. On the contrary, the attention
module of DSA in our method does not require any other
data except for the RGB-D ones from the original dataset.
The module can also be learned end-to-end within the recognition network, and it makes the network easier to apply to
different situations with less time complexity. Meanwhile,
since the DSA highlights both body parts in each frame and
the movements through the adjacent frames, it facilitates the
advantage of the temporal and spatial attention concurrently.

Neural Architecture Search in Action Recognition
Our work is driven by Neural Architecture Search
(NAS) (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019; Xu et al. 2019).
The development of NAS can be summarized in three
branches: 1) based on reinforcement learning(Zoph et al.
2018). 2) based on evolution (Real et al. 2019, 2017) and
3) based on gradient (Liu, Simonyan, and Yang 2019; Xu
et al. 2019). Thanks to the recent high-efficiency and highprecision search methods of NAS, many NAS-based singlemodal and multi-modal methods have been applied in action and gesture recognition tasks (Zhang et al. 2020; Yu
et al. 2020). Peng et al.(Peng, Hong, and Zhao 2019) first attempted to automatically design a neural network for video
action recognition tasks through NAS. At the same time, in
order to reduce search costs, they introduced a temporal segmentation method that reduced the computational cost without losing global video information. Qiu et al.(Qiu, Yao, and
Mei 2017) proposed Scheduled Differentiable Architecture
Search (DAS), which can efficiently and automatically explore the network structure through gradient descent in images and videos. Pérez-Rúa et al.(Pérez-Rúa et al. 2019)
proposed a general multi-modal neural architecture search
method (MFAS) , which solved the problem of finding a
good architecture for multi-modal classification problems.
Wang et al.(Wang et al. 2020) propose a novel search space
for spatiotemporal attention cells (AttentionNAS) for video
classification tasks. Different from the work of others, we
utilize NAS to make the network automatically rebuild the
structure of modules in the I3D to capture different levels of
feature representations at different layers more adaptively.

Proposed Method
Overview of the Network
The pipeline of RAAR3DNet is shown in Fig.1. The network takes the I3D network as the backbone, and leverages
NAS to automatically find the optimal structure for early,
middle and late stage of the network to replace the original
shape-fixed Inception Modules. Meanwhile, to better focus
on the location and movement information of gesture-related
parts like hands and arms, as show in Fig.2, a stackable regional attention module DSA is embedded in the network.
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We use PC-darts (Xu et al. 2019), which based on gradient
descent and more efficient than darts (Liu, Simonyan, and
Yang 2019), to search more efficient architecture for gesture
recognition. In the search stage, we search and rebuild more
adaptively structures and replace the Inception Modules in
the I3D network with them. As shown in Fig.1, because the
features in different stages of the backbone have different
solutions, we design three kinds of cells to learn the different levels of features. Specifically, we replace the first two
Inception Modules in the I3D with cell1, the middle five Inception Modules with cell2, and the last two Inception Models with cell3. Each cell represents a directed acyclic graph
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Figure 2: The detail of DSA module. It has two sub-modules
of dynamic attention (DAtt) and static attention (SAtt),
which are sequentially combined together.
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(DAG) with k nodes {m}k−1
i=0 . Each node indicates an output
of a network layer, and each edge (i, j) of the DAG indicates
the information flow from node mi to mj , which consists
of the candidate operations weighted by the architecture parameter α(i,j) . Different from the I3D network which only
employ three operation ’Conv 1 × 1 × 1’, ’Conv 3 × 3 × 3’
and ’M ax pooling 3×3×3’ in the original Inception Module, we add two extra operations: ’Conv 1 × 3 × 3’ and
’Conv 3 × 1 × 1’ to perform convolution either in spatial
or temporal domain only. That is because the size of features in the spatial domain (the height and width of frame)
and temporal domain (the number of frames) differ a lot.
Consequently, it is not necessary to perform the spatial and
temporal convolution together all the time. Besides, a novel
operator, dilated convolution ’dil 3 × 3 × 3’, is introduced
into search space for searching more powerful architecture. So the final search space O we defined includes seven
candidate operations: ’Zero’, ’Identity’, ’dil 3 × 3 × 3’,
’Conv 1 × 1 × 1’, ’Conv 3 × 3 × 3’, ’Conv 1 × 3 × 3’,
’Conv 3 × 1 × 1’, where ’Zero’ and ’Identity’mean no
feature flow connection, direct feature flow without any convolution/pooling operations, respectively. ’Conv x × y × z’
and ’dil x × y × z’ represent 3D vanilla and dilated convolution that kernel with the size of x × y × z , respectively. Similar to the work of (Xu et al. 2019), the architecture parameters α(i,j) are optimized via the stochastic
mini-batch gradient descent algorithm. Specially, for each
edge (i, j), we can formulate it by a function o0(i,j) (·) where
P
(i,j)
(i,j)
=
o0(i,j) (mi ) =
· o(mi ) . Softmax ηo
o∈O ηo
P
exp(α(i,j)
)
o
is utilized to relax architecture pa(i,j)
o∈O P
o00 ∈O

mation among frames. We aggregate the intermediate
spatiotemporal-structural information into a dynamic image
instead of using the 3D manipulation directly like (Tran et al.
2015) to avoid time-consuming processing. To improve efficiency, we propose a fast approximate rank pooling algorithm based on (Bilen et al. 2016), and it can reduces time
complexity drastically.
Dynamic Image via Fast Approximate Rank Pooling.
According to (Smola and Schölkopf 2004), the rank pooling map can be obtained via solving a convex optimization
problem using the objective function of RankSVM. This
process is known as rank pooling (Fernando et al. 2017).
According to the work(Bilen et al. 2017), the approximation
of rank pooling can be defined as:
d∗ ∝

α

s.t.

T
X

β t Vt ,

(2)

t=1

where T is the length of the video clip and βt = 2t − T − 1.
Vt is the feature map of time step t. The result of Eq.(2) is the
dynamic image DI. In this computation, the time complexity is related to the number of frames, for a T -frame video
clip, the time consumption can be up to T (T − 1)...1 = T !,
and it is still high when processing a long-term video.
To simplify the processing of approximating rank pooling, we further study Eq.(2), and achieve the fast approximate rank pooling via computing the relation between the
dynamic image of frame n to m(m > n) and that of frame
n + 1 to m + 1 as:
DI(n + 1, m + 1) =DI(n, m) + (m − n) × V (In )+
m
X
V (Im+1 ) − 2
V (Il )

exp(αo00 )

l=n+1

(3)
where In is the first frame of last dynamic image, and Im+1
is the last frame of the current dynamic image. The last term
is the overlapped part between two dynamic images. In this
way, the computation of dynamic image can be irrelevant to
the number of frames.
After obtaining the dynamic image, at each time t, we do
the normalization for the rank parameters as:

Lval (w∗ (α), α),
w ∗ (α) = arg minw Ltrain (w, α)

V t1 − Vt 2 =

t1 >t2

rameter α(i,j) into operation weightP
o ∈ O. The intermediate node can be denoted as mj = i<j o0(i,j) (mi ). And
the output node mk−1 concat all the intermediate nodes. The
cross-entropy loss is utilized for the training loss Ltrain and
validation loss Lval . Then the network parameters w and
architecture parameters α(i,j) are learned via solving the bilevel optimization problem:
min

X

(1)

When the search converging, the optimal operation between the pair of node (i, j) can be obtained by replacing
each mixed operation o0(i,j) with the most likely operation:
(i,j)
o(i,j) = arg maxo∈O,o6=zero αo .

DI{c,x,y} − DImin
,
(4)
DImax − DImin
where DI(c,x,y) represents the dynamic image at c-th channel and the coordinate of (x, y). DImin and DImax are the
minimum and maximum of the dynamic image, respectively.
DI{c,x,y} =

Dynamic-static Attention
In the DSA module, two kinds of attention are learned by
two sub-modules of dynamic attention and static attention,
respectively. In the dynamic attention module, we used our
proposed fast approximate rank pooling to learn the motion
of gestures, whereas a Gaussian guidance heatmap is learned
in the static attention module under the train-phase-only supervision of skeleton data.

Structure of Dynamic Attention Sub-module. Considering
the value of dynamic images varies along with the amplitude of movement, which may be out of the range [0, 1].
Therefore, we first apply the normalization to the dynamic
images. The batch normalization (Ioffe and Szegedy 2015)
is conducted to eliminate the influence of distribution inside
a mini-batch:
DI(t) − E[DI(t)]
DInorm (t) = ( p
) × γ + β,
(5)
V ar[DI(t)]

Dynamic Attention Sub-module The dynamic attention sub-module concerns the effective motion infor3566

tails of feature map, we also use a cascaded structure to predict the static guidance map. In each stage of the network,
we have a heatmap block (HMBlock) for prediction. The
prediction of static guidance map for time step t at stage s
can be formulated as:

Fθ (It )
s=1
h̃st =
(8)
Fθ (It , h̃s−1
)
s > 1,
t
where Fθ is the residual block with parameter θ. It is the
input frame at time step t and h̃s−1
is the predicted map at
t
the previous stage s − 1. With the stage-wise learning of
the heatmap, the regions related to the gesture can be highlighted more apparently, Finally, the guidance maps in all
the stages are combined by averaging via Eq.(9):

Figure 3: The framework of our HeatmapNet used for guidance heatmap generation. With the Gaussian skeleton map
derived via OpenPose (Cao et al. 2017) the ground truth,
we learn a heatmap to indicate the hand/arm regions via a
lightweight sub-network, which is composed of several cascaded Heatmap Blocks. These blocks can learn a increasingly clear heatmap stage-by-stage.

ht =
where the expectation E and variance V ar are computed
over the training data set so that this normalization can consider the data distribution in the mini-batch, γ and β are the
scale and shift parameter of the Batch Normalization layer.
We add 1 to each pixel of the guidance map to avoid the
zero-value attention map, which may lead a vanishing of
feature maps. Then we can get the DAtt guided feature map
l
as:
OD,t
l
l
OD,t
= [(DInorm
+ 1)

ftl ] ⊗ ftl .

S
1X s
h̃ ,
S s=1 t

(9)

where S is the number of stages. To better guide the features
of gesture in both low-level and high-level, we then generate multi-scale guidance maps by max pooling. The size
of these heatmaps is in accord with those of corresponding
feature maps. Then the static guidance maps are fed into different layers of the network to highlight the gesture-relevant
regions. Here we use MSE loss Lm
hm to learn the guidance
heatmap. It needs to be emphasized that unlike the previous
methods (Liu et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017) based on the
detection techniques (i.e., faster R-CNN (Ren et al. 2015))
through the training and test phase, the HeatmapNet is only
learned in the training phase, and avoids employing extra
input data or complex computation when recognizing gestures. We only use the original skeleton data generated via
OpenPose algorithm (Cao et al. 2017) in the training phase,
and in the inference phase, we only need to input the original image without additional skeleton information. And our
network can automatically focus on the performer’s hands
and arms. Meanwhile, The FLOPs of our HMBlock is about
5.51 × 108 , whereas that of faster R-CNN is about 36 times
of ours at 2.02 × 1010 . Therefore, the addition of HMBlock
in the training phase will not increase the burden of learning
too much.
Through the SAtt sub-module, we can obtain the guided
l
feature map OS,t
as Eq. (10):

(6)

l
where OD,t
is the guided feature map of layer l at time step
l
is dynamic gesture feature map of layer l at
t and DInorm
time step t. Then, on each channel of the feature map ftl
, we use the element-wise product operation to generate
l
can be derived by the
the attention map. After that, OD,t
1 × 1 convolution of the corresponding attention map and
the feature map ftl , which we describe with ⊗ in Eq.(6).
l
Finally, the shape of OD,t
is the same as ftl .
Static Attention Sub-module. Being aware of the location of hands and arms is important to avoid the interference
by gesture-irrelevant factors. Therefore, we try to highlight
the location of hands/arms in each frame via the static attention sub-module. It is guided by a heatmap, which is related to the location of keypoints in hands/arms regions. The
heatmap is derived from a lightweight online gesture region
heatmap generation network – HeatmapNet.
HeatmapNet. As shown in Fig.3, to derive the ground
truth of hands/arms’ location, we first employ the OpenPose
(Cao et al. 2017) to generate skeleton data from raw RGB
videos. Then we obtain the Gaussian skeleton map according to Eq.(7):
Ht = G(It , Pt , σ),
(7)

l
OS,t
= [(hlt + 1)]

ftl ] ⊗ ftl ,

(10)

l
where OS,t
is the guided feature map of layer l at time step
l
t and ht is static gesture heatmaps of layer l at time step
t. htl is generated via the HeatmapNet. Similar to the dy-

namic attention sub-module, the processing of ”adding 1”
to each pixel and the process for shape consistency are also
conducted before the element-wise multiplication.

where It and Pt are the input frame and the skeleton points
at time t, and its corresponding Gaussian map is represented
as Ht , which is generated via Gaussian function G with
standard deviation σ. After having the Gaussian map as the
ground truth, the HeatmapNet is used to learn the static guidance heatmap. Considering the cascaded network is always
used in high-level vision tasks (Newell, Yang, and Deng
2016) to learn both global and local cues and refine the de-

Network Training
The entire network can be trained in an end-to-end manner after overall network architecture is searched out. The
main branch of gesture recognition with RGB/depth data is
trained together with the branch of HeatmapNet. The parameter of the main branch is learned by minimizing the
3567

cross-entropy loss Lm
cls . Meanwhile, the online heatmap subnetwork is trained together to learn a guidance heatmap via
the MSE loss Lm
hm . Then we jointly optimize the entire network with a multi-task loss function. The Loss function can
be expressed as:
m
Lm = Lm
cls + γLhm

=−

K
X

m
2
ˆm
pm
k log(pk ) + γ||Fθ (I ) − H|| ,

(11)

k=1

where m indicates the modality of data, which can be either
RGB or depth. pk = {p1 , p2 , . . . , pK } is the ground-truth
probability distribution of the k-th class of the gesture, and
pˆk is its estimation. H is the ground truth Gaussian skeleton map, and Fθ (·) is the mapping function the sub-network
learning for HMBlocks as mentioned in Section . γ is the
balancing parameter and we have γ = 100 in this paper.

Experiments
Datasets
We evaluate our method and compare it with other state-ofthe-art methods on two RGB-D gesture datasets: Chalearn
IsoGD dataset (Wan et al. 2016) and NvGesture dataset
(Molchanov et al. 2016). Meanwhile, we also conduct the
ablation studies on a hand-centred action dataset, THUREAD dataset (Tang et al. 2017, 2018) to show the generality of our network.

Method

Modality

Acc (%)

(Wang et al. 2018)
(Li et al. 2018)
(Hu, Lin, and Hsiu 2018)
(Miao et al. 2017)
(Duan et al. 2018)
(Zhang et al. 2017)
(Zhang et al. 2018)
(Zhu et al. 2019)
Ours

RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB

36.60
37.28
44.88
45.07
46.08
51.31
55.98
57.42
62.66

(Wang et al. 2018)
(Miao et al. 2017)
(Li et al. 2017)
(Hu, Lin, and Hsiu 2018)
(Zhang et al. 2017)
(Zhang et al. 2018)
(Zhu et al. 2019)
(Duan et al. 2018)
Ours

Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth

40.08
40.49
48.44
48.96
49.81
53.28
54.18
54.95
60.66

(Wang et al. 2018)
(Hu, Lin, and Hsiu 2018)
(Zhang et al. 2017)
(Zhu et al. 2019)
Ours

RGB-D
RGB-D
RGB-D
RGB-D
RGB-D

44.80
54.14
55.29
61.05
66.62

Table 1: Results on IsoGD dataset.
than that on RGB data. That may because the texture showing the details of fingers is not available in depth data. However, the recognition result on depth data is similar to that
on RGB data. Ours also outperform the second-best one,
3DDSN (Duan et al. 2018) about 6%. The performance on
the fusion2 RGB-D data also shows the effectiveness of our
method, which outperforms Zhu et al.’s method at about
5.6%.
The comparison on NvGesture dataset is shown in Table
2. As can be seen, our method can still achieve a competitive result on this dataset. Compared with the method of
MTUT et al.(Molchanov et al. 2016), which uses a combination of time-consuming models of C3D and LSTM, our
network achieves about 4.5% improvement on RGB data.
Meanwhile, it outperforms GPM (Gupta et al. 2019), the
second-best result on depth data at about 1.17%. The gap
between the performance of ours and GPM becomes more
significant on the fusion of RGB-D data at 2.49%. Noticing that our result is also better than the human recognition
accuracy even without auxiliary data like IR as provided in
that dataset. It shows the effectiveness of our network architecture searching strategy and the attention module for
improving the recognition performance.

Experimental Setup
Our experiments are all conducted with Pytorch on the
NVIDIA RTX 2080 Ti GPU. During the training process,
the inputs are spatially resized to 256×256 and then cropped
into 224 × 224 randomly in the training stage, and are center
cropped into 224 × 224 in the test stage. The data is fed into
the network with a mini-batch of 64 samples. For optimization, We use the SGD optimizer to train our network with
the weight decay of 0.0003 and the momentum of 0.9. The
learning rate is initially fixed as 0.01 and if the accuracy on
the validation set not improved every 3 epochs, it is reduced
by 10 times. The training work is stopped after 80 epochs or
when the learning rate is under 1e-5.

Comparison with State-of-the-art Methods
Our method is compared with recent state-of-the-art methods on IsoGD and NvGesture dataset. Table 1 shows the
comparison on IsoGD dataset. Since most of methods release their result on the validation subset, we also conduct
experiments on it for a fair comparison.
As can be seen in Table 1, our proposed method achieves
the best performance on all conditions of using single
RGB/depth data and using the fusion of them. For RGB data,
our method outperforms the second-best one, (Zhu et al.
2019) at about 5%, even though their methods are trained
with a complex combination of Res3D, Gated convLSTM
and 2D CNNs. Ours is also 17% higher than ResC3D (Li
et al. 2017), which achieves 1st place in the 2nd round of
Chalearn LAP large-scale isolated gesture recognition challenge. The performance on the depth data is a little lower

Ablation Studies
In this section, we perform several groups of experiments to
verify the effect of each component of our network, including the idea of automatically searching the architecture of
network and the spatiotemporal DSA module.
2
We simply fusing each stream’s prediction score at the last
stage.
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Acc (%)

RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB
RGB

59.10
69.30
74.10
75.90
76.50
78.63
81.33
85.83

(Tran et al. 2015)
(Molchanov et al. 2016)
(Köpüklü et al. 2019)
(Yang, Molchanov, and Kautz 2018)
(Abavisani, Joze, and Patel 2019)
(Gupta et al. 2019)
Ours

Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth
Depth

78.80
80.30
83.82
84.40
84.85
85.50
86.67

(Carreira and Zisserman 2017)
(Yang, Molchanov, and Kautz 2018)
(Abavisani, Joze, and Patel 2019)
(Gupta et al. 2019)
human
Ours

RGB-D
RGB-D
RGB-D
RGB-D

83.82
85.00
85.48
86.10
88.4
88.59

RGB-D

IsoGD
NvGesture
THU-READ

High
layer

I3D

I3D

I3D

I3D+DSA

I3D+DSA

I3D+DSA

RAAR3D

RAAR3D

RAAR3D

Figure 4: Visualization of feature maps in the early, middle
and late stage of the network. The feature maps from top
to bottom are with the I3D, I3D with DSA module and our
ultimate RAAR3D network, respectively.

As shown in Table 4, the DSA module can improve the
performance at about 3% on the basic I3D network, which
implies the attention mechanism plays a very important role
in the video-based recognition tasks since it can help the network to focus on the most noteworthy regions. Compared
with the dynamic attention sub-module, the gain brought by
static attention is a little higher. The reason for it may be
the details of hands/arms is more important for recognizing
some subtle differences. Therefore, the highlight of regions
of hands/arms contributes more to the improvement.

Effect of Network Architecture Searching. Here we first
compare the performance of the baseline raw I3D network and our proposed network on three different datasets IsoGD, NvGesture and THU-READ dataset.
As shown in Table 3, with a sophisticated network structure that searched via NAS, the performance on three
datasets can be about 1% higher than the original I3D network on RGB data and about 2% higher on depth data. To
better illustrate the effect of architecture searching, we also
visualize the features of the original I3D network and those
of the reconstructed network in Fig.4. From the visualization result we can clearly find that via searching the optimal structure of network, the response of the background
and other gesture-irrelevant regions in the feature maps is
decreased significantly. It shows that searching and reconstructing the internal structure of a network architecture can
make it more suitable for the specific task and extract more
reasonable features.
Effect of Attention Mechanism. Table 4 shows the influence of different attention schemes. For a fair comparison,
we remove other modules and only take the original I3D network as the baseline. We give the result of the original I3D,
the network only with dynamic attention or static attention,
and finally the entire DSA module.
I3D
RGB
Depth
59.15% 56.64%
81.67% 83.12%
65.50% 67.50%

Middle
layer

t

Table 2: Results on the NvGesture dataset.

Dataset

Shallow
layer

…

Modality

…

Method
(Wang et al. 2016a)
(Tran et al. 2015)
(Molchanov et al. 2016)
(Gupta et al. 2019)
(Yang, Molchanov, and Kautz 2018)
(Köpüklü et al. 2019)
(Abavisani, Joze, and Patel 2019)
Ours

Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a regional attention with searched
architecture 3D network for gesture recognition basing on
RGB-D data. We take the I3D network as the backbone, and
employ NAS to search the optimal connection among features in different stages of it. In this way, the structure of
the network can fit the low-level and high-level features better and improves the recognition result. Meanwhile, we also
design a stackable attention module of DSA to guide the network to pay more attention to the hand/arm regions in each
frame and the motion trajectory among video sequence. Finally, comparisons with state-of-the-art methods on two gesture datasets prove the effectiveness of the proposed method.

Strategy
baseline(I3D)
DAtt
SAtt
DSA(DAtt+SAtt)

RAAR3DNet (w/o DSA)
RGB
Depth
61.13%
58.32 %
82.50%
85.83%
67.92%
68.75%

Recognition Rate
RGB
Depth
81.67% 83.12%
83.54% 84.58%
83.75% 85.21%
84.79% 85.83%

Table 4: Performance of attention modules on the NVGesture dataset. Where DAtt and SAtt indicate the dynamic attention module and static attention module, respectively.

Table 3: Comparisons with raw I3D and RAAR3DNet on
the Gesture and Action dataset.
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